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Introduction

At some point in history a hairy creature looking vaguely like Big Foot drew
pictures  on a  wall  with  mud and  blood;  everyone  thought  the images
totally awesome  and  possibly  useful,  so  began  working  hard  toward
refining the technique. Given a very long time and motivated by the future
wonders of Shakespeare, propaganda, and smut, our hairy friends figured
out  standardized  symbols  to  depict  information  with.  These  symbols
became  gradually  more  complicated  until  an  alphabet  was  born  to
thoroughly transcribe spoken language. Everyone thought the alphabet
totally awesome and especially useful, and many more alphabets were
born. By this time the descendants of the mud and blood artists had hardly
any hair left so wore things like khakis and berets to stay warm while trying
to write Shakespeare, propaganda, and smut. The dream was possible at
long last, but it was really hard to not be distracted by sunlight, squirrels,
and having a social life. To this day the descendants of the not-so-hairy
mud and blood artists struggle staying motivated because sitting in front of
a computer for hours losing sanity to imaginary characters and forgotten
places and wondrous philosophies and inter-dimensional ponderings takes
skill: patience, determination, and at least a little bit of craziness. That's
why I wrote this motivation guide, to help the writers, the wanna-be-writers,
and the people who need to write something even though they don't want
to at all.

A  note  on  the  history  of  writing  included  in  this  booklet:  some  dates
reference when a writing technique was first invented and other times it is
when it was first popularized. For instance, a fountain pen may have been
invented around 1000 CE, but it wasn't until about 1850 CE that fountain
pens reached the masses. Take it with a grain of salt; I wasn't there, and I
certainly don't trust my memory to begin with, and historians are simply
extrapolating upon little discoveries, so who knows what really happened.
Please question everything during your motivational history lesson, enjoy! 
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1. Cave Paintings
Created by Luke Anthony Firth

2. Paint Brushes
Created by ANTON icon

3. Chalk
Created by Becca

4. Clay Tablets and Pots
Created by Simon Child

5. Hieroglyphics
Created by Gustavo Ribeiro Vieira

6. Papyrus
Created by Yorlmar Campos

7. Waxed Wooden Slates
Created by Laymik

8. The First True Alphabet
Created by iconsmind.com

9. Wood Pulp Paper
Created by zidney

10. Quill Pens
Created by Adam Terpening

11. Wooden Pencils
Created by Vladmir Belochkin
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12. Steel Nibbed Pens
Created by ANTON icon

13. Fountain Pens
Created by ani

14. The Typewriter
Created by Aleks

15. Rotary Dial
Created by Mister Pixel

16. The First Publicly Available Computer
Created by Creative Stall

17. Alphanumeric Keypad
Created by Petr Papasov

18. Screen-Based Text Editors
Created by Nikita Kozin

19. SMS Messaging (Texting)
Created by bezier master

20. Commercially Available Speech Recognition Software
Created by Setyo Ari Wibowo

21. The First Smartphone
Created by Kimmi Studio
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Sage Liskey is an author, poet, workshop presenter, mental health advo-
cate, and artist. He founded the Rad Cat Press in 2010 and is based out
of Oregon. The Rad Cat Press is devoted to creating life-changing and
accessible publications for the modern world. 

You can like us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/radcatpress or visit
www.sageliskey.com to  check  out  other  projects  and  free  downloads
also by Sage Liskey and the Rad Cat Press:

• YOU ARE A GREAT AND POWERFUL WIZARD

• The Happiest Choice: Essential Tools for Everyone's Brain Feelings

• The Happiest Choice: Condensed Edition

• A Century of Moon Phases: 2001-2100

• Wine and Poetry Night Year One

• Poems For the End of the World

• A Sustainability Guide for Everyday Folk

• Community How To

• How To Trim Weed Fast

• The Truthagandist Primer: Effective Information Distribution for 
Activists

• That Was Zen, This Is Sudoku! 

• Surviving the Collapse of Society: Skills to Know and Careers to 
Pursue
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